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Abstract

We quantize the deformed modes of a single supertube solution with regular profile of circular cross section on the unstable non-BPS D3-branes by using the Minahan-Zwiebach tachyon action. The result is used to count the microstates in an ensemble of supertube with fixed macroscopic quantities of charges $Q_{D0}$, $Q_{F1}$ and angular momentum $J$. We show that the entropy of the system is proportional to $\sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J}$, which is consistent with that calculated by the DBI action. Therefore, besides the well known properties that the kink solution (and its fluctuation) of tachyon DBI action corresponds with the brane solution (and its fluctuation) of DBI action, our result establishes a property that the entropy of the tachyon supertube in tachyonic DBI action corresponds with that of the supertube in DBI action.
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1 Introduction

Supertubes found by Mateos and Townsend [1] are tubular bound states of D0-branes, fundamental strings (F1) and D2-branes, which are supported against collapse by the angular momentum generated by the Born-Infeld (BI) electric and magnetic fields. Following the initial supertube paper, a matrix model version of it was introduced by Bak and Lee [2]. A subsequent paper by Bak and Karch [3] found a more general solution of the matrix model describing an elliptical supertube, which includes a plane parallel D2/anti-D2 pair as a limiting case. Mateos, Ng and Townsend had finally found supertubes with arbitrary cross-section [4]

The original supertube carries two independent conserved charges (D0 and F1). Besides their intrinsic interest, supertubes are beginning to play an important role in black hole physics, based on the work of Mathur and Lunin [5]. After a chain of dualities, the various configurations of the two charge supertubes are in one-to-one correspondence with the supersymmetric ground states of the D1-D5 system (with vanishing momentum). The black hole constructed in there is different from those constructed by Strominger and Vafa [6].

In an interesting paper Lunin, Maldacena, and Maoz [7] conjectured that the entropy of a supertube configuration with $Q_{D0}$ units of D0 charge and $Q_{F1}$ units of F1 charge is $S \sim \sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1}}$ to leading order in large charges. It is also of interest to count supertubes with fixed angular momentum $J$, in which case the corresponding conjecture of [8] would be

$$S \sim \sqrt{(Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

In paper [9] Palmer and Marolf counted the quantum states of the supertube by directly quantizing the linearized Born-Infeld action near the round tube. In paper [10] Bak et. al. counted the geometrically allowed microstates with fixed conserved charges and angular momenta in two different approaches using the DBI action and the supermembrane theory. The results they found are consistent with the conjecture of [8], i.e. Eq.(1.1).

Supertubes could also be described by the tachyon field theory. In [11] Kim et. al. investigated the supertube from the Dirac-Born-Infeld tachyonic action [12,13], in the spirit of the Sen’s conjecture that the BPS branes can be viewed as tachyon kinks on non-BPS branes on higher dimension [13,14] - the remarkable ‘Decent Relation’. The nontrivial coaxial array of tubular solution they found is the bound state of fundamental strings, D0-branes, and a
cylindrical D2-brane and exhibits BPS-like property. In paper [15] we used the Minahan-Zwiebach tachyon action [16] to find a single regular tube solution with circular and elliptic cross section. We had also calculate the fluctuation spectrum around the kink solution and see that there is no tachyonic mode therein. These results are consistent with the identification of the tubular configuration or as a BPS D2-brane.

In this paper we will present a possible way to count the quantum states of the supertube by directly quantizing the deformed modes of tachyonic Dirac Born-Infeld action near the round tube. As a tube with slight deformation from a round tube possesses an arbitrary cross section, we shall first show that there are tachyon supertubes with arbitrary cross section and check up their supersymmetric property. To do this we will in section II use the Minahan-Zwiebach tachyon action to find the single regular tube solution with arbitrary cross section. We will see that the energy of the single tubular configuration comes entirely from the D0 and strings at critical Born-Infeld (BI) electric field. This indicates that the solution is supersymmetric [1,4]. We will also calculate the fluctuation spectrum around the kink solution and show that there is no tachyonic mode therein. These results are consistent with the identification of the tubular configuration as a stable BPS D2-brane.

In section III we will quantize the deformed modes of the single circular supertube solution and use the result to count the allowed quantum states in a supertube ensemble with fixed macroscopic quantities of charges $Q_{D0}$, $Q_{F1}$ and angular momentum $J$. We see that the entropy of the system is proportional to $\sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J}$, which is consistent with that calculated by the DBI action [9,10]. Therefore, besides the well known properties that the kink solution (and its fluctuation) of tachyon DBI action corresponds with the brane solution (and its fluctuation) of DBI action, our result have established a new property that the entropy of the tachyon supertubes in tachyonic DBI action corresponds with that of the supertube in DBI action. We make a conclusion in the last section.

2 Tube Solution in Minahan-Zwiebach Tachyon Action

The Minahan-Zwiebach (MZ) tachyon action [16] is a derivative truncation of the BSFT action of the non-BPS branes [17], which embodies the tachyon dynamics for unstable D-branes in (super)string theories and was first proposed as a simplified action to capture the desirable properties of string theories. The action was successfully used by Hashimoto
and Nagaoka [18] to show the phenomena of kink condensation and vortex condensation in the unstable non BPS branes. It supports the Sen’s conjecture of the ‘Brane Descent Relations’ of tachyon condensation. We have also used the MZ tachyon action to investigate the problems of the interaction between the kink-anti-kink configurations and recombination of intersecting branes [19].

2.1 Tube with Arbitrary Cross Section

The Minahan-Zwiebach tachyon action of the non-BPS D3 brane is described by [16]

\[
S = -T_3 \int dtdX dY dz \, V(T) \left( 1 + (\partial_\mu T)^2 + \frac{1}{4} F_{\mu\nu}^2 \right).
\]  

We will express the coordinates as

\[
X = rf(\theta) \cos(\theta), \quad (2.2a)
\]

\[
Y = rf(\theta) \sin(\theta), \quad (2.2b)
\]

in which \(0 \leq r < \infty\) and \(0 \leq \theta < 2\pi\). The function \(f(\theta)\) is an arbitrary function which determine the form of the closed curve on the x-y plane for a given value of \(r\). For example, in figure 1 we plot the curves for the cases of \(f(\theta) = 1\) (which is a circle) and \(f(\theta) = 1 + 0.2 \sin(6\theta)\) with \(r = 1\).
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*Figure 1. The curves for the cases of \(f(\theta) = 1\) (which is a circle) and \(f(\theta) = 1 + \epsilon \sin(6\theta)\) with \(r = 1\) and \(\epsilon = 0.2\). The later case may be regarded as a slightly deformed curve from a circle if \(\epsilon \ll 1\).*
The BI electric and magnetic fields are taken to be
\[ F_{tz} = E, \quad F_{\theta z} = B, \] (2.3)
with constant \( E \) and \( B \). Other components of EM field strength are vanishing. In this case, the tachyonic effective action simplifies drastically
\[ S = -T_3 \int dt dz d\theta \int dr V(T) r f(\theta)^2 \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} E^2 \right) + \frac{B^2}{2r^2 f(\theta)^2} + \frac{f(\theta)^2 + \dot{f}(\theta)^2}{f(\theta)^4} T'(r)^2 \right], \] (2.4)
where the prime \((\dot{\text{dot}}\cdot)\) denotes differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate \( r \) (polar angle \( \theta \)). Note that, although we let the tachyon field \( T(r) \) merely depend on the radial coordinate \( r \) the cross section of the tachyon tube solution \( T(r)_c \) found in (2.8) could have any curved form because \( f(\theta) \) is an arbitrary function (figure 1 is just a simple example).

After the integration over \( \theta \) the action (2.4) becomes
\[ S = -T_3 \int dt dz \int dr V(T) r \left[ \alpha \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} E^2 \right) + \frac{B^2}{2r^2} + \gamma T'^2 \right], \] (2.5)
where
\[ \alpha = \int_0^{2\pi} d\theta f(\theta)^2, \quad \gamma = \int_0^{2\pi} d\theta \frac{f(\theta)^2 + \dot{f}(\theta)^2}{f(\theta)^4}. \] (2.6a) (2.6b)
As the action (2.5) becomes that of round tube analyzed in our previous paper [15] if \( \alpha = \gamma = 2\pi \), we can therefore adopt the previous method to perform the following analyses.

The associated equation of motion form the action (2.5) is
\[ 2V(T) \left( T''(x) + \frac{T'(x)}{r} \right) - V'(T) \left[ \alpha \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} E^2 \right) + \frac{B^2}{2r^2} - \gamma T'^2 \right] = 0, \] (2.7)
which can be solved by
\[ T(r)_c = \frac{B}{\sqrt{2\gamma}} \ln(r/r_0), \] (2.8)
if electric \( E = E_c \equiv \sqrt{2} \). The value of \( r_0 \) in above is an arbitrary integration constant. As the value of \( |T(r)_c| \) become zero at \( r = r_0 \) the radius of tube will depend on the value of \( r_0 \). The tube radius and \( r_0 \) is determined by the BI EM field, i.e., the charges of D0 and strings on the brane [15]. It is worthy to mention that the function form of the tachyon solution is
irrelevant to the function form of the tachyon potential $V(T)$, as those in the other tachyon kink solutions [15,18].

To proceed, we define the electric displacement defined by $\Pi = \partial L / \partial E$ and thus from (2.5)

$$\Pi = T_3 V(T) r \alpha E,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

The associated energy density defined by $H = \Pi E - L$ becomes

$$H = T_3 V(T) r \left[ \alpha \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2} E^2 \right) + \frac{B^2}{r^2} \right] = T_3 V(T) r \left( 2 \alpha + \frac{B^2}{r^2} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

when $E = E_c$. In figure 2 we plot the typical behaviors of function $H(r)$ which shows that there is a peak at finite radius.
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*Figure.2. The function behaviors of $H(r)$ in (2.10) for the case of $B = 6, \gamma = 3, \alpha = 2$ and $r_0 = 4$. There is a peak at finite radius $r$, which specifies the size of the tube cross section.*

It is important to mention the physical meaning of the critical value of electric field $E_c$ [20]. The action (2.3) tell us that the electric field has the effect of reducing the brane tension, and increasing $E$ to its ‘critical’ value $E_c = \sqrt{2}$ would reduce the tension to zero if the magnetic field were zero; because that $\mathcal{L} \sim B^2$ when $E = E_c$ (Note that from (2.8) we have a relation $T_c^2 \sim B^2$). This implies that the tachyon tube has no energy associated to the tubular D2-brane tension; its energy comes entirely from the electric and magnetic fields, which can be interpreted as ‘dissolved’ strings and D0-branes, respectively. The energy from the D2-brane tension has been canceled by the binding energy released as the strings and
D0-branes are dissolved by the D2-brane. The phenomena that the tubular D2-brane tensor has been canceled was crucial to have a supersymmetric tube configuration [1,4,20].

2.2 Fluctuation around Tubular Kink

Let us consider the tachyon field $T(r)$ with fluctuation $\hat{T}(r)$ around the tubular solution $T(r)_c$, i.e.

$$T(r) = T(r)_c + \hat{T}(r). \quad (2.11)$$

Substituting the tubular kink solution (2.10) into the action (2.5) and considering only the quadratic terms of fluctuation field $\hat{T}(r)$ we obtain

$$S = -T_3 \gamma \int dr \left( r \dot{\hat{T}}^2 + \left( -\frac{B^2}{2r} + \frac{B^4}{4r} (\ln (r/r_0))^2 \right) \dot{\hat{T}}^2 \right). \quad (2.12)$$

in which we have used an partial integration and the field redefinition

$$\dot{\hat{T}} \equiv V(T_c \gamma)^{1/2} \dot{T}(r), \quad \text{with} \quad V(T_c) = e^{-T^2}. \quad (2.13)$$

The action (2.12) becomes that of round tube analyzed in our previous paper [15] if $\gamma = 2\pi$. Defining a new variable

$$w = \ln (r/r_0), \quad (2.14)$$

we can obtain

$$S = -2\pi T_3 \gamma \int dw \left[ \partial_w \dot{\hat{T}} \partial_w \dot{\hat{T}} + \dot{\hat{T}} \left( -\frac{B^2}{2} + \frac{B^4}{4} w^2 \right) \dot{\hat{T}} \right]. \quad (2.15)$$

From the above expression we see that the fluctuation $\hat{T}$ obeys a Schrödinger equation of a harmonic oscillator, thus the mass squared for the fluctuation is equally spaced and specified by an integer $n$,

$$m_n^2 = 2n B^2, \quad n \geq 0. \quad (2.16)$$

Thus there is no tachyonic fluctuation, the mass tower starts from a massless state and has the equal spacing. This result is consistent with the identification of the tachyon tube of arbitrary cross section as a tubular BPS D2-brane.

In conclusion, we have found the tachyon tube solution with arbitrary cross section and from its energy form and associated fluctuation we see that the solution is consistent with the identification of the tachyon tube as a tubular BPS D2-brane.
We will in the next section examine the ensemble of supertubes with deformed curved cross section from a circular supertube. We will quantize the deformed modes and show that the entropy for the allowed quantum states in a supertube ensemble with fixed macroscopic quantities of charges $Q_{D0}, Q_{F1}$ and angular momentum $J$ is proportional to $\sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J}$, which is consistent with that calculated by the DBI action [9,10].

3 Quantum States of Supertube

3.1 Quantization of Deformed Modes

To consider the quantum states of supertube deformed from that with circular cross section we will consider the following tachyon field

$$T(t, r, \theta) = T_c(r) + \hat{T}(t, \theta).$$

(3.1)

in which $T_c(r)$ is the circle tachyon supertube solution and $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$ is the fluctuation around it. As the fluctuation field $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$ depends on the angle $\theta$ the tachyon field $T(t, r, \theta)$ may be used to described a tachyon supertube deformed from a one with circular cross section. (Note that we have in section II found the tachyon tube solution with arbitrary cross section and shown that the solution is a stable tubular BPS D2-brane in the case of critical electric $E = E_c$.)

Substituting the tachyon field (3.1) into the action (2.4) and considering only the quadratic terms of fluctuation field we obtain

$$S = -T_3 \int dt dr d\theta \left[ V(T_c) \left( -\left( \partial_t \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 + \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \partial_\theta \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 \right) + \frac{B^2 V''(T_c)}{2r^2} \hat{T}(t, \theta)^2 \right]$$

$$= T_3 \int dt d\theta \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{B} r_0^2 \left( \partial_t \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 - \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{B} \left( \partial_\theta \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 \right],$$

(3.2)

in which as the background is the circle tachyon supertube we shall let $f(\theta) = 1$ in (2.4). We have also used the relation $V(T) = e^{-T^2}$, and to simplify the relation we assume that $B \gg 1$ (More precisely, we approximate $e^{2/B^2} \approx 1$).

The field equation of $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$ read from above equation is

$$r_0^2 \partial_t^2 \hat{T}(t, \theta) - \partial_\theta^2 \hat{T}(t, \theta) = 0,$$

(3.3)
and the mode expansion of $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$ becomes

$$\hat{T}(t, \theta) = \sum_n a_ne^{i\omega_n t - in\theta}, \quad (3.4)$$

in which the relation

$$\omega_n = n/r_0, \quad (3.5)$$

could be read from field equation (3.3).

The conjugate momentum of fluctuation field $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$ is

$$\Pi_F = 2T_3r_0^2 \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{B} \partial_t \hat{T}(t, \theta). \quad (3.6)$$

Then, after imposing the quantization relation

$$[\Pi_F(t, \theta), \hat{T}(t, \tilde{\theta})] = -i\delta (\theta - \tilde{\theta}), \quad (3.7)$$

we have the following commutative relation

$$[a_n, a_m] = \delta_{n,-m} \frac{B}{\sqrt{2\pi} 2n T_3 r_0}. \quad (3.8)$$

In terms of

$$c_n \equiv \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{2\pi} 2n T_3 r_0} \right)^{-1} a_n, \quad c_n^\dagger \equiv c_{-n}, \quad (3.9)$$

we have a simple commutation relation

$$[c_n, c_n^\dagger] = \delta_{m,n}. \quad (3.10)$$

In next subsection we will express the quantity $Q_{D6}Q_{F1} - J$ in terms of the mode operators $c_n$ and see that the entropy of the tube ensemble we consider is proportional to $\sqrt{Q_{D6}Q_{F1} - J}$.

### 3.2 Entropy of Tachyon Supertube

To proceed we can from the conventional definitions to calculate the following relations

$$J = T_3 \int dr d\theta r \left[ V(T_c) + V'(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta) + \frac{1}{2} V''(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta)^2 \right] E_c B$$

$$= T_3 4\pi \sqrt{\pi} \left[ 1 + \frac{8}{B^2} \sum_n a_n^\dagger a_n \right] r_0^2 \equiv J^{(0)} + \Delta J. \quad (3.11a)$$
\[ \tilde{Q}_{F1} = T_3 \int dr \mathrm{d}\theta \ r \left[ V(T_c) + V'(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta) + \frac{1}{2} V''(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta)^2 \right] E_c \]

\[ = T_3 \frac{4\pi \sqrt{\pi}}{B} \left[ 1 + \frac{8}{B^2} \sum_n a_n^\dagger a_n \right] \tau_0^2 \equiv \tilde{Q}^{(0)}_{F1} + \Delta \tilde{Q}_{F1}. \quad (3.11b) \]

\[ \tilde{Q}_{D0} = T_3 \int dr \mathrm{d}\theta \ r \left[ \left( V(T_c) + V'(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta) + \frac{1}{2} V''(T_c) \hat{T}(t, \theta)^2 \right) \frac{B^2}{r^2} + V(T_c) \right. \]

\[ \times \left( \frac{1}{r^2} \left( \partial^2_{\theta} \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 + \left( \partial^2_t \hat{T}(t, \theta) \right)^2 \right) \right] = T_3 \frac{2\pi \sqrt{2\pi}}{B} \left[ B^2 + \sum_n n^2 a_n^\dagger a_n \right] \]

\[ \equiv \tilde{Q}^{(0)}_{D0} + \Delta \tilde{Q}_{D0}, \quad (3.11c) \]

in which the \( \Delta \)-terms are those contain operator \( a_n^\dagger a_n \). The definition of \( \tilde{Q}_{D0} \) in above will satisfy the energy relation \( U = \tilde{Q}_{D0} + \tilde{Q}_{F1} \), which is a property indicating that the deformed tube is a supersymmetric configuration.

We can now follow [4] and [9] to define the normalized charges:

\[ Q_{F1} = \frac{\tilde{Q}_{F1}}{T_1} \equiv Q^{(0)}_{F1} + \Delta Q_{F1}, \quad (3.12a) \]

\[ Q_{D0} = \sqrt{2\pi} \frac{\tilde{Q}_{D0}}{T_0} \equiv Q^{(0)}_{D0} + \Delta Q_{D0}. \quad (3.12b) \]

Therefore, without the deformation the circular supertube will have the charges \( Q^{(0)}_{D0}, Q^{(0)}_{F1} \) and angular momentum \( J^{(0)} \), which satisfy the relation [1]

\[ Q^{(0)}_{D0} Q^{(0)}_{F1} = J^{(0)}, \quad (3.13) \]

as can be seen from (3.11) and the definition of \( T_p = \frac{2\pi}{(2\pi l_s)^p} \), with the unit \( l_s = 1 \). Finally, from (3.11) and (3.12) we have a simple expression

\[ (Q_{D0} Q_{F1} - J) \sim \sum_n n c_n^\dagger c_n = \sum_n n N_n, \quad (3.14) \]

in which \( N_n \) is the number operator of \( c_n \).

The remained work is to evaluate the number of quantum states \( \Omega \) restricted by the relation (3.14). As the problem is the same as the well-known case of counting string states
[21], the entropy $S$ of the ensemble of supertube with fixed macroscopic quantities of charges $Q_{D0}, Q_{F1}$ and angular momentum $J$ is then given by

$$S = \log(\Omega) \sim \sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J},$$

(3.15)

as claimed in the introduction.

Let us make following comments to conclude this section.

1. The relation (3.12b) has a factor $\sqrt{2\pi}$ which does not show in [9]. It is a consequence of the particular tachyon potential we adopted. (Note that the tube solution in (2.8) is irrelevant to the tachyon potential.)

2. Our investigations are based on the single regular tube solution of MZ tachyon action. The authors in [22] had found a single thin tube solution. It is interesting to calculate the tube entropy of their solution.

3. The tachyon field considered in (3.1) is $T(t, r, \theta) = T(r)_c + \hat{T}(t, \theta)$ and the associated entropy of Eq.(3.15) is only that from a single quantized fluctuating boson operator $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$. On the general grounds one shall use the tachyon field $T(t, x_1, ..., x_8)$, in which $x_i \neq z$ as the tube is along the $z$-axial and it has a fixed angular momentum $J = J_z$. After expanding the tachyon field $T(t, x_1, ..., x_8)$ around the tube solution $T(r)_c$ there will have eight fluctuation fields $\hat{T}(t, x_i)$ and each of them will contribute to the tube entropy. Also, as the tachyon tube is an 1/4 supersymmetric configuration [1], besides the 8 classes of bosonic number operators there will have 4 classes of fermionic number operators. Thus the total entropy is $\sqrt{c_B} + c_F = \sqrt{12}$ times the entropy $S$ calculated merely from the bosonic fluctuation field $\hat{T}(t, \theta)$. This property had been checked by Bak. et. al. in the paper [10] by using the DBI action. The checking work in the tachyonic DBI action will be more involved and remains to be calculated.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have extended previous paper [15] to find tachyon supertubes with arbitrary cross section and see that the energy of the single tubular configuration comes entirely from the D0 and strings at critical Born-Infeld (BI) electric and magnetic fields. This indicate that the solution is supersymmetric. We also have calculated the fluctuation spectrum around the kink solution and shown that there is no tachyonic mode therein. These results are
consistent with the identification of the tubular configuration as a stable BPS D2-brane. We have quantized the deformed modes of a supertube solution with regular profile of circular cross section on the unstable non-BPS D3-branes by using the Minahan-Zwiebach tachyon action. We have counted the allowed quantum states in an ensemble of supertube with fixed macroscopic quantities of charges $Q_{D0}, Q_{F1}$ and angular momentum $J$. We finally show that the entropy of the system is proportional to $\sqrt{Q_{D0}Q_{F1} - J}$, which is consistent with that calculated by the DBI action. Our result establishes a new property that the entropy of the tachyon supertubes in tachyonic DBI action corresponds with that of the supertube in DBI action.

Finally we want to mention two interesting works.

1. We have shown that the tachyon tube (which is described by a tachyon field) has the same entropy as that in brane tube (which is described by the coordinates in DBI action). As the radiation and decay of black hole have been investigated in brane picture [6] it is therefore worthy to study the radiation or decay of the tube (or black hole) in the tachyon field theory.

2. The recent investigations [23] have shown a possible way to investigate the Schwarzschild black hole in brane-antibrane systems. As the brane-antibrane system is a non-BPS state it can be described by the tachyon field. The neutral black hole may therefore be studied by tachyon field theory.

The interesting problems remain to be studied.
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